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ABSTRACT
A person’s face provides a lot of information such as age,
gender, and identity. Faces play an important role in the
estimation/prediction of the age and gender of persons, just
by looking at their face. Perceiving human faces and modeling
the distinctive features of human faces that contribute most
toward face recognition are some of the challenges faced by
computer vision and psychophysics researchers. There are
many methods have been proposed in the literature for the
facial features for age and gender classification. In this
research, an attempt is made to classify human age and gen-
der using feed forward propagation neural networks in coarser
level. Further final classification is done using 3-sigma control
limits in finer level. Proposed approach efficiently classifies
three age groups including children, middle-aged adults, and
old-aged adults. Similarly two gender groups classified into
male and female by the proposed method.The performance
of the system is further improved by employing multiple hier-
archical decision using three sigma control limits applied on
the output of the neural network classifier. The mean and
standard deviation has been considered on the output gener-
ated from the neural network classifier, and three sigma con-
trol limits has been applied to define the range of values for
the specific category of age and gender. The efficiency of the
system is demonstrated through the experimental results
using benchmark database images.

Introduction

Human facial image processing has been an active and interesting research
issue for years. Since human faces provide a lot of information, many topics
have drawn lots of attentions and thus have been studied intensively. In the
past several years, various feature extraction and pattern classification meth-
ods have been developed for age and gender classification. Emerging applica-
tions of computer vision and pattern recognition in mobile devices and
networked computing require the development of resource limited
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algorithms. Perceived age and gender classification is a research topic with a
high application potential in areas such as surveillance, face recognition,
video indexing, and dynamic marketing surveys.

Age and gender classification is important visual tasks for human beings,
such as many social interactions critically depend on the correct age and
gender perception. As visual surveillance and human–computer interaction
technologies evolve, computer vision systems for age and gender classifica-
tion plays an increasing important role in our lives. Age and gender classi-
fication is arguably one of the more important visual tasks for an extremely
social animal like us humans many social interactions critically depend on
the correct gender perception of the parties involved. Arguably, visual infor-
mation from human faces provides one of the more important sources of
information for age and gender classification. Not surprisingly, thus, that a
very large number of psychophysical studies has investigated age and gender
classification from face perception in humans.

Automatic human facial expression recognition, human mood analysis
system are the thrust research area in video surveillance and law enforcement
applications as a prerequisite for face recognition. Until now much research
work has been done on detecting the human faces and recognition of faces
but less effort is made for human age and gender prediction.

A neural network usually involves a large number of processors operating
in parallel, each with its own small sphere of knowledge and access to data in
its local memory. Typically, a neural network is initially “trained” or fed large
amounts of data and rules about data relationships. A program can then tell
the network how to behave in response to an external stimulus or can initiate
activity on its own. In feed forward systems, learned relationships about data
can “feed forward” to higher layers of knowledge. Neural networks can also
learn temporal concepts and have been widely used in signal processing and
time series analysis.

This paper proposes an effective method for human age and gender
prediction/classification from facial images. Here, the classification of the
facial images is done at two levels, namely,

● Coarser level
● Finer level

In the coarser level, the facial images are classified automatically using
neural network. Final classification is done in finer level to improve the
detection rate effectively. Proposed algorithm has been implemented to
classify age groups into children, middle aged people and old-aged people
and classify gender into male and female using feed-forward ANN.

The rest of this paper is being organized as follows. Section “Literature
survey” describes about the literature survey. Section “Proposed methodology”
presents the proposed methodology. Section “Proposed algorithm” presents the
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proposed algorithm. Section “Experimental results” gives the experimental
results. Finally, the paper concludes with “Conclusions” section.

Literature survey

Age and gender classification is one of the promising research areas since the
couple of decades. Many of the researchers developed hundreds of algorithms
in this area of research and got success. However, some of these methods are
computationally expensive and also complex. Ai and Wei (2009) proposed a
method face gender classification on consumer images in a multiethnic
environment. In this approach, the classification of the faces is done on facial
features. Bekios-Calfa et al. (2011a) invented an algorithm revisiting linear
discriminant techniques in gender recognition, that recognize the gender of
the person. Huang et al. (2009) proposed a methodology on gender recogni-
tion with face images based on PARCONE mode. Chu et al. (2010) intro-
duced a method for identifying gender from unaligned facial images by set
classification. Geng et al. (2007) introduced an algorithm of automatic age
estimation based on facial aging patterns. GudongGuo et al. (2008) defined a
problem based on image-based human age estimation by manifold learning
and locally adjusted robust regression. Hayashi et al. (2010) developed a
system on age and gender estimation from facial image processing. Tin
(2012a), given a solution to classify the gender based on images called
Perceived Gender Classification from Face Images. Tin (2012b), given a
method Subjective age prediction of face images using PCA. Horng et al.
(2001) defined a methodology on classification of age groups based on facial
features. Suo et al. (2010) developed a model on compositional and dynamic
model for face aging. Their study was based on geometric ratios and skin
wrinkle analysis. Their method was tested on a database of only 47 high
resolution face images containing babies, young and middle aged adults.
They reported 100% classification accuracy on these data.

Zheng and Lu (2011) given an approach for support vector machine
classifier with automatic confidence and its application to gender classifi-
cation, which classifies the gender based on SVM. Bekios-Calfa et al.
(2011b) developed a methodology which describes revisiting linear discri-
minant techniques in gender recognition. Kirby and Sirovich (1990) intro-
duced a criteria for application of the KL procedure for the
characterization of human faces. Kwon and da Vitoria Lobo (1993) intro-
duced a technique for locating facial features for age classification. Kwon
and da Vitoria Lobo (Luu et al. 2010), 1994, proposed an experiment for
age classification from facial images. Lanitis, Draganova, and
Christodoulou (2004) did a survey for comparing different classifiers for
automatic age estimation. Looney (1997) gave an approach on pattern
recognition using neural networks. Luu et al. (2010), adopted an algorithm
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on spectral regression based age determination. Mallikarjuna Rao et al.
(2009), 1994, proposed an algorithm on methodological approach for
machine based expression and gender classification.

Moghaddam and Yang (2002) developed an algorithm for learning gender
with support faces. Roberts and Bruce (1998) defined an algorithm of feature
saliency in judging the sex and familiarity of faces. Iga et al. (2003), 1998 described
a problem on gender and age estimation system from face images. Sebe et al.
(2004) explored an approach toward authentic emotion recognition. Tian et al.
(2002) prepared a methodology for evaluation of Gabor wavelet-based facial
action unit recognition in image sequences of increasing complexity. O’Toole
et al. (1998), developed an application for the perception of face gender: the role
of stimulus structure in recognition and classification. Horng et al. (2001) pre-
pared a methodology for classification of age groups based on facial features.
Yamaguchi et al. (1995) developed an approach for the Judgment of gender
through facial parts. Yuille, Cohen, and Hallinan (1998) extracted an algorithm
for Facial feature extraction from faces using deformable templates. Zheng and Lu
(2011) introduced a mechanism for the support vector machine classifier with
automatic confidence and its application to gender classification, which classifies
the human gender based on facial features extracted using SVM Classifier. Zhu
and Cutu, explained an approach to face detection using half-face templates.

In this paper, three categories of age groups viz. children, middle age, and
old age are considered. An algorithm has been proposed to predict ages or
categorization of the ages of the different people using neural network as a
classification tool. The accuracy of predicting these three age groups in any of
the image is more compared to the above methodologies proposed by
different researchers. This implementation is not limited to a single database,
but also can be applied to different databases and also the images which can
be downloaded from the internet.

Face database

The proposed methodology is experimented on database of the faces of
people with different age groups viz. children, middle, and old age people,
and genders classified into male and female. Here, JAFFE database has been
considered for the experiments. Along with the JAFFE database, own image
database has been developed by taking the pictures from the internet. There
are 1000 grayscale facial images in this database. Among 1000 facial images,
700 images are used as Training dataset and remaining are considered for
testing purpose. Each image is normalized to a size of 64 × 64 dimensions.

Figure 1 shows the facial database of the persons of different age groups
and gender.
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Proposed methodology

This paper proposes an effective method for human gender and age
prediction/classification from the given facial images. Figure 2 shows the
diagrammatic representation of the steps followed in the proposed
methodology.

In this proposed methodology, instead of giving whole 4096 (64 × 64)
neurons into the neural network, the mean of each of the image will be given
as input to the neural network. Mean of each image is represented by 64
standard values I as shown in Equation (1).

       Input Face Image 

Train Neural Network  -             

Coarser Level 

Apply 3 Sigma Control Limits– 

Finer Level 

Classification of Age & Gender 

Figure 1. Samples facial images of the dataset.

Figure 2. Proposed methodology.
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Coarser level

In the coarser level, neural network classifies the faces based on the different age
and gender. This outcome cannot be used as a conclusion as there may be the
chances of misdetection. To make final classification, finer level is proposed to
reduce the misdetection rate and improve the success rate of detection.

The output of the NN classifier is a standard value that predicts the age
and gender of a person in the coarser level. This can be represented by

y ¼ F N; Ið Þ; (1)

where

y represents the predicted age and gender of a person. y contains a value
either y child, y middle, y old, y male, y female that represents the predicted age and
gender of a person’s face at the coarser level.

ƑƑ: function that represents the simulation of the neural network.
N: vector that represents the trained value in the neural network.
I: matrix that represents the testing image.

The output generated in the coarser level, from the standard classifier ANN
cannot be considered as the final output. It is not possible to rely on the
output that is generated by the ANN since the conclusion should not be
dependent on standard classifier, as objective and contribution of this
research is multiple level filtration/classification of different categories of
images. Final decision is done in Finer Level.

Finer level

Based on the output generated from the coarser level, again the classification
is done in the finer level by applying three sigma control limits on neural
network. The application of three sigma control limits on neural network is
so efficient that, it can classify the data with greater discrimination.

Three sigma controls cover more than 90% of the population of the dataset
under consideration for decision making. Figure 3 shows 3 σ control limits
that describe how data are dispersed around their averages.

Three-sigma control limits are determined by their spread around the
mean using Equations (2) and (3).

Figure 3. 3σ limit dispersed around their averages.
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lm ¼ �ym � 3σm; (2)

um ¼ �ym þ 3σm; (3)

where lm and um are the lower limit and upper limit of male faces,
respectively.

�ym: mean of intensity values of male faces.
σm: standard deviations of male faces.

The mean �ym of male face images are determined using Equation (4)

�ym ¼
P

ym
n

; (4)

where ym represents the predicted gender of male faces obtained in coarser
level.

n is the number of male faces.
The standard deviation σm of male face images is determined using

Equation (5):

σm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

ym � �ym
� �2
n� 1

:

s
(5)

Similarly, lf and uf are determined for female faces. The reasonable threshold
value is empirically determined by considering the face images of the data-
base. The mean �yf and σf of female images are also determined using the
similar equations given in Equations (4) and (5).

Similarly, lch and uch are determined for children faces. The reasonable
threshold value is empirically determined by considering the face images of
the database. The mean and standard deviation �ych and σch of children images
are also determined using the similar equations given in Equations (4)
and (5).

Similarly, lmid and umid and lold and uold for middle aged and old aged faces
are also determined using three sigma control limits. Further, mean and
standard deviation of middle aged and old aged faces are represented by �ymid

and σmid and �yold and σold .
In testing the query image, gender and age y is determined using Equation

(1) as coarser level. The final decision on gender and age is determined using
Equations (6a) and (6b), respectively, as finer level.

male if lm < y < um
female if lf < y < uf
misdetection else

;

8<
: (6a)
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children if lch < y < uch
middle aged if lmid < y < umid

old aged if lold < y < uold
:

8<
: (6b)

The experimental results of prediction of gender and age are shown in
Figure 4.

Proposed algorithm

Proposed algorithm for gender prediction from the given image is as given
below:

Input: query face I
Output: determine gender, i.e. male or female

Step 1: Input all n face images to train the neural network and query image I.
Step 2: Set the target T for the classification of two gender categories and
three age categories.
Step 3: Train the neural network N.
Step 4: Determine the male gender class in coarser level using the equation

y ¼ FF N; Ið Þ:
Step 5: Determine the male gender class in finer level by three-sigma control
limits using the equation

male if lm < y< um

misdetection else
;

8<
:

where lm and um are lower and upper limit controls determined using the
equation

lm ¼ �ym � 3σm;

um ¼ �ym þ 3σm;

where mean �ym ¼
P

ym
n and standard deviation σm ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ym��ymð Þ2
n�1

r
:

Step 6: Repeat the step 1–5 for female gender, children age, middle age and
old age classes.

Figure 4. Sample experimental results of proposed methodology.
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Step 6: Based on the range to which y value belongs in finer level, the
conclusion can be drawn that, the test image belongs to that specific class
of gender and age.

Experimental results

The experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed Algorithm. In
the testing phase, among 300 images, the combination of male and female of
different age groups are taken. Thus, the success rate for the faces with
different age and gender groups are 95%. The average recognition time of
each test image is 0.30 s on a Pentium Quad Core processor with 2 GB RAM.

However, proposed method fails to detect the side-view faces, occluded
faces and partial face images. This is due to the fact that the proposed model
is constrained to detect only the frontal view face.

Our proposed method is compared with the method (Hayashi et al. 2010)
and perform better success rate as shown in Figure 5.

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

Proposed

Method

Existing

Method

Success Rate

Success Rate

Figure 5. Comparison of proposed method with other model (Hayashi et al. 2010) for age and
gender classification.

Figure 6. Images which has been mis-detected.
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Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, a fast and efficient human gender and age classification system is
proposed to classify a facial image into different gender groups and different
age groups using feed forward neural network in coarser level. The final
decision is made by employing validation based on three sigma control limits
in the finer level. The proposed method is better in terms of speed and
accuracy. Single frontal human faces with two gender groups and with three
different age groups are detected successfully with success rate of 95%.

In future studies, misclassifications are reduced by using fuzzy logic
approach for further improvement in the proposed system so that it becomes
more pertinent to the design of a real-time video surveillance system.
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